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ABSTRACT
Reconstructing the vertices of primary interactions at the LHCb experiment is
an essential part of its online data acquisition sequence. The quest for ever higher
rates and luminosities gives raise to new challenges for such algorithms. The LHCb
Upgrade detector will start taking data in 2021 at an instantaneous luminosity of
L = 2 × 1033cm−2s−1. A RAMP challenge on fast primary vertex reconstruction
using simulated data under such conditions was performed at the RAPID2018
workshop held in November 2018 in Dortmund with the aim of exploring new
techniques and ideas to solve this problem.
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1 Introduction
The reconstruction of vertices plays a crucial role in many collider experiments. Going to collisions at ever
higher rate and luminosity challenges traditional algorithms: They might be too slow or unable to reach
good performance at environments with larger pile-up. Novel techniques might be required. Of current great
interest is to approach such problems with machine learning algorithms. Since there is usually not a ”best”
solution deductible from first principles, developing such algorithms lends itself for working collaboratively
or having the problem looked at from different angles. This is usually done with collaborative and/or
competitive approaches.
The RAMP (Rapid analytics and model prototyping) framework [1] provides a platform for organizing
data challenges with the goal of combining collaboration with competition. It does so by first having a
’closed’ phase, where participants can compare their solutions with each other based on a scoreboard, but
can not see the code itself. This is then followed up by an ’open’ phase, where all submitted code is visible
to everybody encouraging the sharing of ideas and trying out and improving on other approaches.
A challenge using the RAMP framework has been carried out in November 2018 ∗ with the context of
finding primary vertices using simulated data of the LHCb Upgrade detector.
2 Primary vertices at LHCb
The LHCb experiment [2] is a forward-arm spectrometer designed for studying beauty and charm mesons
produced in proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider. Its data acquisition deciding which data
to keep (trigger decision) relies on the signature of long-lived hadrons, which decay at a measurable distance
from the interaction region. For Run3, beginning in 2021, the LHCb detector will be upgraded and move to
a fully software-based trigger consisting of two stages [3]. The first stage (HLT1) needs to reconstruct events
at a rate of 30 MHz.
After tracks – the traces left by the particles – are reconstructed in the vertex locator (Velo), the sub-
detector closest to the interaction region, they can be used to find primary vertices (PVs), needed to identify
displaced signatures. Displaced signatures are typically identified by tracks having a large impact parameter
IP with respect to each PV. The IP is the transverse distance of closest approach of a track to a vertex. For
an even better discrimination, the IP significance χ2IP , which can be understood as the IP divided by its
uncertainty, is commonly used.
2.1 Performance parameters
In terms of physics performance, the following parameters are important to achieve the physics goals of the
LHCb experiment. They can be studied using Monte-Carlo simulation where the properties of the simulated
true PVs are known.
Efficiency The PV finding efficiency is the number of reconstructed PVs matched to a true PV divided by
the total number of reconstructible true PVs. A high efficiency is needed to ensure that the minimum IP of
a track w.r.t each vertex can be properly determined.
Fake rate The fake rate is the number of reconstructed PVs not matched to a true PV divided by the
total number of reconstructed PVs. A too large fake rate could distort the impact parameter of a track. In
addition, a secondary vertex from a long-lived particle could be wrongly reconstructed as fake PV, reducing
the efficiency of that signal.
Position resolution The resolution is defined as the standard deviation of the distribution of the difference
in (x,y,z)-position between a true PV and its matched reconstructed PV. The resolution influences what
precision and accuracy can be reached by the impact parameter and χ2IP .
∗ https://rapid2018.org/
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Figure 1: Distribution of hits in the Vertex Locator for a typical event.
3 Setting up the challenge
The challenge uses simulated LHCb data under Run3 conditions, consisting of events with 6 PVs and
about 200 tracks in the vertex locator on average. The provided training and testing data consists of the
(x,y,z)-positions of the hits in the Velo and the track state and covariance matrix of each reconstructed
Velo track, extrapolated to the point of closest approach to the beamline. The track state and covariance
matrix are calculated with a simplified Kalman filter, which treats the x- and y-components independently.
Consequently, x and y are uncorrelated and the corresponding elements in the covariance matrix are zero.
Additionally the error calculation is simplified, resulting in the uncertainty on the x-position (x-slope) to be
exactly the same as the uncertainty on the y-position (y-slope). The distribution of hits in the Velo for one
event is shown in Figure 1. The coordinate system uses the beamline as z-axis.
As underlying truth the position and number of tracks of the simulated PVs are provided. The solutions
are required to produce a list of the positions of reconstructed PVs for each event. To keep matters more
simple, no determination of uncertainties is required. To obtain the physics performance parameters, the list
of reconstructed PVs is matched to the list of truth PVs for each event. A MC PV is considered as matched
if the closest reconstructed PV is within a certain interval around its z-position. A reconstructed PV is only
allowed to be matched to a single MC PV.
To get started with the challenge and to have a baseline for participants to compare their solutions to,
a basic algorithm for PV reconstruction is provided. It should be noted that it is not optimized for Run3
conditions and does not include any fake removal, resulting in an efficiency of about 90% and a fake rate of
about 10%; worse than what is necessary for the use case at LHCb, giving the participants an example to
improve on.
3.1 Defining the score
An algorithm for reconstructing PVs has to fulfill various requirements: It should have a high efficiency ,
low fake rate f and small resolutions σx,y,z of the PV position, while being reasonably fast. Encapsulating
all this in one single score for a challenge turns out to be no simple task. For the purpose of the workshop
the various parameters are combined as
 · (1− f)2 · N
σxσyσz
, (1)
with a normalization constant N chosen to obtain scores in the order of O(1). The execution time of
the solutions is not considered. Using this definition means that solutions with vastly different physics
performances can still obtain the same score as illustrated in Figure 2, where lines of equal scores are drawn
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Figure 2: Illustration of total scores at different efficiencies and fake rates, assuming identical resolutions.
at different  and f , but fixed σx,y,z. Having low efficiency and low fake rate or high efficiency and high fake
rate can result in the same score, with solutions improving on both increasing the score.
4 Analyzing the submissions
Despite the short time frame of the challenge of about three days, a number of solutions exploring various
approaches were tried out. Comparing the total scores of the submitted solutions shown in Figure 3 to
the baseline, it can immediately seen that most of them reach a lower score, although some improve on it.
This can be understood in more detail by looking at the efficiency, fake rate and x- and z-resolution of the
submissions, shown in Figure 4. Most of the solutions suffer from a reduced efficiency, high fake rate and
worsened z-resolution in comparison to the baseline. This indicates that the different approaches are not
optimized yet due to their novelty and the relative short time available.
One striking observation is that a majority of solutions are based on a clustering algorithm. This is a
well-motivated approach for this problem, as PV reconstruction can be abstracted to finding accumulations
of points in a three-dimensional space, where the points are the (x,y,z) of the point of closest approach of a
track to the beamline. Figure 5 further illustrates this: It shows a histogram of the z-coordinate (at point
of closest approach), where peaks, corresponding to simulated PVs shown in red, are already visible by eye.
Finally, two of the highest scoring solutions are discussed in more detail. The first one, named Check-
ThatOut, employs a xgboost classifier [4] on top of the baseline solution to reduce the fake rate to almost
zero, while sacrificing some efficiency. It also improves the (x,y,z)-resolution, which can be explained by the
classifier mainly removing badly resolved or imprecisely reconstructed PVs. Its performance compared to
the baseline is shown in Figure 6.
The second one, called rampensaue, uses a DB scan clustering algorithm [5], which yields improved
position resolutions and a lower fake rate compared to the baseline, at the cost of a much lower efficiency.
But in total this still results in a comparatively high score, as shown in Figure 7.
5 Conclusions
Analyzing the solutions shows that the participants tried out different approaches, often with a similar
underlying idea, with various amount of success, which should not be diminished considering the short time
frame. The challenge also highlights the importance and difficulty of choosing a scoring metric, since many
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Figure 3: Comparison of the total scores of the submissions. The baseline is shown as dashed line.
parameters are of interest and have to be reduced to a single metric for the purpose of a scoreboard. This
choice then affects the relative score of different solutions. This workshops, although not without problems
encountered along the way, demonstrated the utility of data challenges for the development of reconstruction
algorithms for high energy physics experiments. By framing the problem in general and easy-accessible terms,
participants not familiar with the LHCb experiment or particle physics at all easily could participate and
try out their approaches in a short time frame and get immediate feedback on their ideas.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the efficiency (top left), fake rate (top right), x-resolution (bottom left) and z-
resolution (bottom right) of the submissions. The baseline is shown as dashed line.
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Figure 5: Histogram of z-position of tracks at point of closest approach to beamline (blue) and z-position of
MC PVs in the event (red).
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Figure 6: Comparison of a solution employing a xgboost classifier with the baseline.
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Figure 7: Comparison of a solution employing DB scan clustering with the baseline.
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